Abstract: In recent years a number of auroral catalogues have been compiled from Oriental records, but the auroral identifications given vary greatly from one catalogue to another. This is due to the fact that, up to now, no reliable criteria have been found which could help us discriminate between auroral and non-auroral ancient records. In this paper two new criteria are propounded and their usefulness illustrated by the solution of a few currently much debated questions.
I INTRODUCTION: CURRENT ORIENTAL ARCHAEO-AURORAL STUDIES.
In recent years great interest was aroused in the study of Chinese, Korean and Japanese historical records on the Aurora Borealis in order to obtain new data on the secular variation of the geomagnetic dipole field. It was hoped that by comparing these records with the many catalogues that have been compiled of the historical observations of the Aurora Borealis in the Occident, such as those by Hermann Fritz ( 1881) and Frantisek Link (1962 Link ( ,1964 , one could find examples of simultaneous appearances of the Aurora Borealis in the Orient and the Occident, and indeed a few such cases have already been detected and discussed (Keimatsu et al.1968 
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. I would like to present briefly here one case study and a few implications of these two criteria, in order to illustrate this entirely new way of tackling suspected ancient Chinese auroral records.
Ill THE AURORAL RECORDS IN THE BOOK OF CHANGES
The date of the Book of Changes v is still a highly disputed matter because it is in fact an amalgam of elements whose different origins are distributed over a great span of time and space. It has already been shown by Chinese scholars that some of these elements refer to natural phenomena, but it seems to have escaped previous researchers that the text of the second Hexagram, Kun , seems, at least in part, to describe some auroral display of a band travelling upwards from the horizon until it develops into a drapery with ray-structure. Though the Chinese original, being extremely concise, is difficult to interpret, we may try to give for it the following rendering 7 (Sung 1973,p.17 This explains very well the text of the Third Line. 5.e. "••., the band slowly but steadily alters its position and form.
The width is considerable, and the intense whitish-green light stands out in magnificent relief on the dark background." This is but an expanded statement for the text of the Fifth Line. 6.f. "The band now falls into manifold curls,... Waves of light course constantly through the entire length of the band with an undulating motion, now they run from right to left, now from left to right; they seem apparently to cross each other as they appear on the nearest or furthest side of a curl."
This should not be so difficult to interpret in terms of dragons, fighting one with another. Such a fight must be associated with the shedding of blood, hence the end of the text of the Sixth Line which would appear to describe a drapery with ray-structure.
This kind of analysis has for immediate consequence the fact that the text of the first Hexagram, Qidn , describes also an auroral display, the only difference being that the emphasis there is put on the word "dragon" which, in the text of the second Hexagram, appears only once.
That the word "dragon" referred in fact to Aurora Borealis in the Book of Changes is not to surprise us, since in Europe also many auroral displays were, quite rightly if we think of the motions of a folded band, described in terms of dragons (Eather 1980, p.44) , and is fully corroborated by many texts up to the end of the Posterior Han dynasty (Teboul 1985) .
IV RECORDS IN TERMS OF "STARS FALLING LIKE RAIN". f
The first record on which opens Keimatsu's catalogue is a record of "Stars Falling Like Rain" which Gaubil, sometimes between 1735 and 1754, had already identified as some kind of Aurora Borealis . Many such records can be found in Chinese sources but Chinese scientists have decided, of late, that it would be safer not to interpret them as auroral descriptions but rather as records of meteor showers. Keimatsu on his part based his auroral identification on the fact that in the second Official Dynastic History of China there are three different records of what he took to be the same phenomenon observed on the 27th of March, 15 BC (Julian style) (Keimatsu 1970, record no 16, Keimatsu gives the date as March 23), one of which is unmistakably an auroral record, while the other two are in terms of "Stars Falling Like Rain". Making then the explicit assumption that all three records were extracts from one and the same observation report which had later been arbitrarily distributed between three different parts of this second Official Dynastic History of China (Keimatsu 1970, pt.1,p. 3), he inferred: first, that the two extracts in terms of "Stars Falling Like Rain" were simply to be equated with the third one, and second, that the majority of Chinese historical records using this same technical expression was auroral in nature.
Needless to say, Keimatsu's assumption must have been based on the fact that there is a very low probability for an aurora and a meteor shower (or shooting stars) to be both observed and reported on one and the same night. It is true that this is a rare occurrence, but it is not unknown and we can quote an observation report from Camille Flammarion (1842-1925) describing just such a coincidence during the auroral display which was seen over Paris on the 13th May, 1869 (Flammarion 1888, p.766).
"Quelques e'toiles filantes ont signale' cette pe'riode 10 . Un bolide est parti du voisinage du ze'nith a onze heures trentecinq minutes, pour s'eteindre en arrivant a la hauteur de la Grande-Ourse. Un autre a semble' tomber de Ve'ga a onze heures quarante-cinq minutes."
Another, sinological, argument may be given against Keimatsu's, assumption: it can be shown that the Chinese historical works which are our main sources of auroral records, such as the Monographies on Astronomy 9 , or the Monographies on the Five Elements of the successive Official Dynastic Histories of China, are themselves very strictly structured in terms of the astrological theory prevalent at the time when they were compiled, each sub-section of these Monographies dealing in fact with one and the same type of astrological event. It is therefore impossible for the same astronomical event to be listed under two or more different astrological headings 11 , since a given astronomical event could have one, and only one, type of astrologically associated meaning 1 ?
Though it is thus quite clear that on the 27th March, 15 BC, there had been two different celestial phenomena duly reported by the Imperial Observatory and later recorded in the appropriate parts of the second Official Dynastic History of China, which contradicts Keimatsu's basic assumption, it is nevertheless quite probable that his conclusion, namely that (if not all, at least some of) the historical records using the technical expression "Stars Falling Like Rain" must be records of auroral displays, is correct.
To prove this we must first notice that the Chinese character xing f §. which, even in the context of Aurora Borealis is nearly always translated as "Star", may have in fact quite different meanings, the best translation being probably the word "Meteor" as it was understood before it took on its modern technical meaning of a "shooting star" (Eather 1980, p.61) 1 3 . The Chinese expression under consideration here should thus read (in first approximation) "Meteors Falling Like Rain" which we may accept as referring, under appropriate conditions, to some kind of auroral display of the type seen over Iceland on the 20th August, 1886, and described by the French explorer Noel Nougaret (Flammarion 1888,p.764 By applying the same kind of twofold analysis propounded here to suspected ancient Chinese auroral records, one should be able to correct and complement all the existing auroral lists which, up to now, tried to discriminate true aurorae on mainly intuitive or partial physical considerations. The very nature of the records, put down for astrological reasons and couched in a literary language in which it has always been considered elegant to model oneself on expressions found in the Classics and/or the first two Official Dynastic Histories, as well as the infinite variety of auroral forms of which even a trained observer can often discover new ones he never saw before, make the two criteria probed here probably the only means of some practical value we have to compile auroral catalogues reliable enough for modern scientific investigation. This kind of compilation shows then that in the most ancient Chinese auroral records the metaphor predominantly used to describe the Aurora Borealis was that of a Dragon. This image, though found in later records, is far less important than we would have thought, had we assumed it to maintain the same momentum throughout Chinese history. In fact, it soon came to be replaced by the concept of 0i L , "Vapour", which is used in about 80% of all the auroral records compiled in the published catalogues. One might argue that this was a mere consequence of the prevailing Chinese philosophical ideas which used this Qi concept as a kind of universal tool in order to analyse all the spectrum of Nature, from matter to energy. But this is contradicted by the fact https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0252921100105846 that the "Dragon aurora" image always reappears in-between long spells of Q!-aurorae. This leads us to suspect that the so-called Qiaurorae referred in fact to amorphous aurorae, i.e. aurorae seen at low geomagnetic latitudes, which is corroborated by their predominant colour always recorded as red, or reddish. On the other hand, the "Dragon aurorae" should refer to aurorae of such sharply organized forms that the human eye could recognize in them form concepts analyzable by (or perhaps already pre-existent in) the human mind, hence the dragon records of ancient times. These being so numerous until the end of the Posterior Han dynasty we must admit that during all of the formative period of the Chinese scientific outlook on Nature, China was in much higher geomagnetic latitudes than now, since structured auroral forms can be seen only in the vicinity of the auroral oval. The spells of Qi -aurorae periods marked times when China was in lower geomagnetic latitudes 11 ! If we eliminate from this phenomenon the "noise" represented by periods of high solar activity, we can get a proof and even an indirect measure of the wobbling of the geomagnetic pole in historic times. NOTES 1 One may well suppose that Gaubil, who had studied astronomy under Cassini and Maraldi at the Paris Observatory, was fully acquainted with Maraldi's writings, published in 1716-7, on the Aurora Borealis (Eather 1980, p.53) . That was just before he left France to go to China (1721). 2 Both these two indentifications are still matters of discussion today. 3 They must have contented themselves with some kind of intuitive identification process. 4 The Official Dynastic Histories of China complemented, in various proportions, by data taken from Local Chronicles and Korean and Japanese histories. 5 Of which there is ample literature. 6 This is, of course, justified by the known fact that auroral forms have remained the same since the dawn of history. 7 Because of space limitations, I shall skip here the first part of my proof, i.e. the philogical analysis of the text. This I would like to publish later, with full details. I recall here, for the benefit of the reader not familiar with the text of the Book of Changes that it consists primarily of sixty-four Hexagrams, each of which is made up of a combination of six Lines, either broken or unbroken.
To each of these Lines, numbered 1 to 6 from bottom to top, is appended a very short text which often (but not always) can be analysed into a protasis giving the setting, and an apodosis traditionally interpreted as a portent and which we may omit here. researchers in different teams are currently working very hard to overcome these difficulties. Now we would like very much to unite our efforts with foreign scholars working in the same fields, so that we can achieve better results, and I think this is the best way towards solving the problems we meet.
